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Consumer Decision Making in Online Shopping Environments:
The Effects of Interactive Decision Aids
ABSTRACT
Despite the explosive growth of electronic commerce and the rapidly increasing number of consumers who use
interactive media (such as the World Wide Web) for both pre-purchase information search and online
shopping, very little is known about how consumers make purchase decisions in such settings. A unique
characteristic of online shopping environments is that they allow vendors to create retail interfaces that include
highly interactive features. One form of interactivity that is desirable from a consumer perspective is the
implementation of sophisticated tools designed to assist shoppers in making their purchase decisions by
customizing the electronic shopping environment to their individual preferences. The availability of such tools,
which we refer to as interactive decision aids for consumers, may lead to a transformation of the way in which
shoppers search for product information and make purchase decisions. The primary objective of this paper is to
investigate the nature of the effects that interactive decision aids may have on consumer decision making in
online shopping environments.
A well-known phenomenon regarding purchase decision making is that consumers are often unable to evaluate
all available alternatives in great depth and, thus, tend to use two-stage processes to reach their decisions. A
typical purchase decision process may unfold as follows: First, the consumer screens a large set of relevant
products and identifies a subset that includes the most promising alternatives. Subsequently, s/he evaluates the
latter in more depth, performs relative comparisons across products on important attributes, and makes a
purchase decision. Given the different tasks to be performed in the course of such a two-stage process,
interactive tools that provide support to consumers in the following two respects are particularly valuable: (1)
the initial screening of available products to determine which ones are worth considering further and (2) the indepth comparison of selected products before making the actual purchase decision. This paper examines the
effects of two decision aids, each designed to assist consumers in performing one of the above tasks, on
purchase decision making in an online store.
The first of the two interactive tools, a recommendation agent (RA), allows consumers to more efficiently
screen the (potentially very large) set of alternatives available in an online shopping environment. Based on
self-explicated information about a consumer’s own utility function (attribute importance weights and
minimum-acceptable attribute levels), the RA generates a personalized list of recommended alternatives. The
second decision aid, a comparison matrix (CM), is designed to assist consumers in making in-depth
comparisons among those alternatives that appear most promising based on the initial screening. The CM
allows consumers to organize attribute information about multiple products in an alternatives × attributes
matrix and to have alternatives sorted by any attribute.
Based on theoretical and empirical work in marketing, judgment and decision making, psychology, and
decision support systems, we develop a set of hypotheses pertaining to the effects of each of these two
interactive decision aids on various aspects of consumer decision making. In particular, we focus on how use
of the RA and CM affects consumers’ search for product information, the size and quality of their
consideration sets, and the quality of their purchase decisions in an online shopping environment.
A controlled experiment using a simulated online store was conducted to test the hypotheses. The results of the
study indicate that both interactive decision aids have a substantial impact on consumer decision making. As
predicted, use of the RA reduces consumers’ search effort for product information, decreases the size but
increases the quality of their consideration sets, and improves the quality of their purchase decisions. Use of
the CM also leads to a decrease in the size but an increase in the quality of consumers’ consideration sets, and
has a favorable effect on some indicators of decision quality.
In sum, our findings suggest that interactive tools designed to assist consumers in the initial screening of
available alternatives and to facilitate in-depth comparisons among selected alternatives in an online shopping
environment may have strong favorable effects on both the quality and the efficiency of consumers’ purchase
decisions in online shopping environmentsshoppers are able to make much better decisions while expending
substantially less effort. This suggests that interactive decision aids have the potential to drastically transform
the way in which consumers search for product information and make purchase decisions.
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INTRODUCTION
The popularity of interactive media such as the World Wide Web (WWW) has been growing at a
very rapid pace (see, e.g., GVU's WWW User Survey 1999). From a marketing perspective, this has
manifested itself primarily in two ways: (1) a drastic increase in the number of companies that seek
to use the WWW to communicate with (potential) customers and (2) the rapid adoption of the
WWW by broad consumer segments for a variety of purposes, including pre-purchase information
search and online shopping (Alba et al. 1997). The combination of these two developments provides
a basis for substantial growth in the commercial use of interactive media.
The focus of this paper is on one specific type of commercial use of interactive media: shopping in
online environments. We conceptualize this behavior as a shopping activity performed by a
consumer via a computer-based interface, where the consumer’s computer is connected to, and can
interact with, a retailer’s digital storefront (implemented on some computer) through a network
(e.g., the WWW). A consumer can engage in online shopping in any location, but our
conceptualization is based on the assumptions that the products of interest are not physically present
at the time and no face-to-face assistance is available to the shopper.
A unique characteristic of online shopping environments is that they allow for the implementation
of very high degrees of interactivity. The latter is a multidimensional construct, the key facets of
which include reciprocity in the exchange of information, availability of information on demand,
response contingency, customization of content, and real-time feedback (Alba et al. 1997; Ariely
1998; Zack 1993). In the context of computer-mediated communication, a distinction has been
made between person interactivity and machine interactivity. While the former describes the ability
to communicate with other individuals, the latter refers to the ability to interactively access
information in an online database (Hoffman and Novak 1996, p. 53). Given our conceptualization of
shopping in online environments, the concept of machine interactivity is of particular interest.
While it has been hypothesized that consumers’ shopping behavior in online stores may be
fundamentally different from that in traditional retail settings (Alba et al. 1997; Winer et al. 1997),
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theorizing about the nature of these differences has been sparse. We propose that consumer
behavior in an online shopping environment is determined largely by the degree and type of
machine interactivity that is implemented in such a setting. Specifically, we hypothesize that the
way in which consumers search for product information and make purchase decisions is a function
of the particular interactive tools available in an online shopping environment. We refer to such
tools as interactive decision aids for consumers.
In this paper, we identify two types of interactive decision aids that, in light of established notions
about purchase decision processes, seem particularly valuable to consumers. Based on theoretical
and empirical work in marketing, judgment and decision making, psychology, and decision support
systems, we develop a set of hypotheses pertaining to the effects of each of these tools on
consumers’ search for product information, the size and quality of their consideration sets, and the
quality of their purchase decisions in an online store. The results of a controlled experiment indicate
that each of the interactive decision aids has a substantial impact on consumer decision making,
thus providing a demonstration of how the availability of such tools may transform the way in
which individuals search for information and make purchase decisions in online environments.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly discuss the relevant literature on human decision
making and decision aids. Next, we provide an overview of interactive decision aids for online
shopping and motivate the choice of the two particular tools investigated in our study. We then
develop a set of hypotheses pertaining to how we expect each of these decision aids to affect
different aspects of consumer decision making in online shopping environments. This is followed
by a description of the method used to test these hypotheses. We then report the results of our
empirical study. The paper concludes with a general discussion of the findings.

HUMAN DECISION MAKING AND DECISION AIDS
Humans adapt their decision making strategies to specific situations and environments (see, e.g.,
Payne 1982). They can be described as “cognitive misers” who strive to reduce the amount of
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cognitive effort associated with decision making (Shugan 1980). The notion that individuals are
typically willing to settle for imperfect accuracy of their decisions in return for a reduction in effort
is well-supported (Bettman et al. 1990; Johnson and Payne 1985) and consistent with the idea of
bounded rationality (Simon 1955). Due to this trade-off between effort and accuracy, decision
makers frequently choose options that are satisfactory, but would be suboptimal if decision costs
were zero. This is particularly common when alternatives are numerous and/or difficult to compare,
i.e., when the complexity of the decision environment is high (Payne et al. 1993).
One form of coping with highly complex decision environments is to use decision support systems.
The latter are computer-based technologies designed to assist an individual (or a group) in making a
decision or choosing a course of action in a nonroutine situation that requires judgment (Kasper
1996). Decision support systems contain one or more tools, or decision aids, that perform distinct
information processing tasks or functions (e.g., search a database or sort objects by some criterion).
The motivating principle underlying decision aids is that resource-intensive, but standardizable,
information processing tasks are performed by a computer-based system, thus freeing up some of
the human decision maker’s processing capacity. Determining an adequate “division of labor”
between human and computer is crucial. Human decision makers are typically good at selecting
variables that are relevant in the decision process, but weak at integrating and retaining large
amounts of information. Effective decision aids should be designed to capitalize on the strengths
and compensate for the inherent weaknesses of their users (Hoch and Schkade 1996).
A standard assumption in past research on decision support systems, most of which has focused on
managerial decisions (e.g., Pearson and Shim 1994), is that decision makers who are provided with
decision aids that have adequate information processing capabilities will use these tools to analyze
problems in greater depth and, as a result, make better decisions (cf. Hoch and Schkade 1996).
However, behavioral decision theory suggests that since feedback on effort expenditure tends to be
immediate while feedback on accuracy is subject to delay and ambiguity, decision makers may be
inclined to focus more on reducing cognitive effort than on improving decision accuracy (Einhorn
and Hogarth 1978; Kleinmuntz and Schkade 1993). Thus, decision aids may lead individuals to
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merely reduce effort without improving the quality of their decisions. In fact, there is empirical
evidence that the use of decision aids does not necessarily enhance decision making performance
(cf. Benbasat and Nault 1990), and that the latter may even be reduced as a result (Todd and
Benbasat 1992, p. 373). Given this mixed evidence, it cannot be assumed that a consumer’s use of
interactive decision aids in an online shopping context will lead to increased decision quality.
Rather, this represents an open question, which is addressed in the present research.
In the following section, we first provide a general overview of interactive decision aids available to
consumers for the purpose of online shopping. Based on established notions about purchase
decision making and on characteristic features of online shopping environments, two decision aids
are selected for inclusion in our empirical study. These two tools are then discussed in detail.

INTERACTIVE DECISION AIDS FOR ONLINE SHOPPING
Overview of Tools
The technology available for implementing machine interactivity in online shopping environments
has the potential to provide consumers with unparalleled opportunities to locate and compare
product offerings (Alba et al. 1997, p. 38). Such capabilities are particularly valuable given that
online stores cannot offer physical contact with products, do not allow face-to-face interaction with
a salesperson, and may offer a very large number of alternatives due to their virtually infinite
“shelfspace,” i.e., the lack of physical constraints with respect to product display.
Interactive decision aids that may be of use to consumers who wish to shop online include a wide
variety of software tools, ranging from general-purpose search engines (e.g.,

www.infoseek.com;

www.lycos.com)

to sophisticated agent-mediated electronic commerce systems (e.g.,

compare.net;

www.jango.com).

A common classification of interactive shopping agents is based on whether a tool is

designed to help a consumer determine (1) what to buy or (2) who to buy from. These two tasks may
be referred to as product brokering and merchant brokering, respectively (see Guttman et al. 1998).
For the purpose of this paper, we confine our attention to the former.
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Among tools for product brokering, a distinction can be made between decision aids that operate
within a particular merchant’s online store (e.g.,
merchants (e.g.,

www.shopper.com).

www.personalogic.com)

and ones that operate across

The primary focus of this paper is on the former. The decision

aids we investigate are implemented within an online store (see below). However, this research also
pertains to those cross-merchant decision aids that allow shoppers direct access to a common
product database (e.g.,

www.jango.com),

provided that these tools do not discriminate between

products on the basis of which vendor they are associated with.
A well-known phenomenon regarding decision making in complex environments is that individuals
are often unable to evaluate all available alternatives in great depth prior to making a choice (Beach
1993). Instead, they tend to use two-stage processes to reach their decisions, where the depth of
information processing varies by stage (Payne 1982; Payne et al. 1988). In the context of purchase
decision making, a typical two-stage process may unfold as follows: First, the consumer screens a
large set of relevant products, without examining any of them in great depth, and identifies a subset
that includes the most promising alternatives. Subsequently, s/he evaluates the latter in more depth,
performs comparisons across products on important attributes, and makes a purchase decision.
Given the different tasks to be performed in the course of such two-stage purchase decision
processes, interactive tools that provide support to consumers in the following two respects seem
particularly valuable: (1) the initial screening of available products to determine which ones are
worth considering further and (2) the in-depth comparison of selected products before making the
actual purchase decision. We focus on two decision aids, each designed to assist consumers in
performing one of these key tasks. The two interactive tools are discussed in turn.

Recommendation Agent – A Tool for Screening Alternatives
We conceptualize a recommendation agent (RA) as an interactive decision aid that assists
consumers in the initial screening of the alternatives that are available in an online store. Based on
information provided by the shopper regarding his/her own preference, an RA “recommends” a set
of products that are likely to be attractive to that individual. Elementary forms of this type of
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www.macys.com;

A real-world tool that corresponds very closely to our conceptualization of RA is

the consumer decision guide developed by PersonaLogicTM (www.personalogic.com).
The RA used in the present study generates a personalized list of recommended alternatives, in
which alternatives are described by their brand and model name.1 This recommendation is based on
three types of parameters provided by the consumer. First, a consumer’s self-explicated attribute
importance weights are used to compute a summary score for each alternative as the sum over all
products of (standardized) attribute level scale value and corresponding importance weight.2 This
score determines the order of alternatives in the RA’s output. Thus, the RA is effectively an
automated implementation of a weighted additive evaluation rule (Payne et al. 1993). Second, the
RA allows consumers to specify minimum-acceptable attribute levels, and only alternatives that
meet all such specifications are included in the personalized list. This corresponds to an automated
implementation of a conjunctive decision rule (see Wright 1975). Finally, the RA allows shoppers
to impose a quota cutoff (Feinberg and Huber 1996), i.e., to limit the number of products to be
included in the list.

Comparison Matrix – A Tool for Organizing Product Information
The second decision aid we examine, a comparison matrix (CM), is conceptualized as an interactive
tool that assists consumers in making in-depth comparisons among those alternatives that appear
most promising based on the initial screening. The CM allows shoppers to organize attribute
information about multiple products. Very basic forms of this type of decision aid, usually referred
to as a shopping cart or basket, are implemented on many online retail sites (e.g., www.amazon.com;
www.shopping.com).

Most of these tools do not currently allow for side-by-side comparisons of

products in terms of their attributes. However, one real-world comparison aid that does closely
match the above definition of CM is available on CompareNet’s site (compare.net).

1
2

From there, detailed information about a product may be requested by clicking on its model name.
These scores are imperfect, approximate indicators of an alternative’s (unknown) true utility to a consumer.
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The CM used in the present study is implemented as an interactive display format in which product
information is presented in an alternatives (rows) × attributes (columns) matrix. It is designed to
enable shoppers to compare products more efficiently and accurately. While viewing detailed
information about an alternative in the online shopping environment, a consumer can choose to
have the product added to his/her personal CM. (Once included, alternatives may also be deleted
from the CM.) The display format is interactive in that a shopper can have all products in the CM
sorted by any attribute. Use of this decision aid should result in a shift in emphasis from memorybased to stimulus-based purchase decisions in the sense that retaining specific attribute information
about relevant alternatives in memory becomes less important (see Alba et al. 1997).

HYPOTHESES
Dependent Variables
We expect that use of the RA and the CM will have an impact on three general aspects of consumer
decision making in an online shopping environment: (1) amount of information search, (2)
consideration sets, and (3) decision quality.
Amount of search for product information is conceptualized as the number of alternatives for which
detailed information is acquired (Moorthy et al. 1997). In our study, this coincides with the number
of pages containing attribute information about a particular product that are viewed. This is an
indicator of the effort an individual expends to screen available alternatives.
Consideration set is conceptualized as the set of alternatives that a consumer considers seriously for
purchase (Hauser and Wernerfelt 1990).3 We use both the size and the quality of this set as
dependent variables. The former is simply the number of products considered seriously, which can
be viewed as an indicator of a shopper’s relative product uncertainty when making a purchase

3

An alternative conceptualization of consideration set is to view it as a dynamic construct that evolves over time as
products are being added to and dropped from the set (e.g., Nedungadi 1990). Within this dynamic framework, our
conceptualization of consideration set corresponds to the final consideration set, i.e., the set of alternatives
considered at the time the actual purchase decision is made.
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decision. Consideration set quality is conceptualized as the share of considered products that are
“non-dominated,” i.e., not objectively inferior to any alternative (see the Method section for details).
Decision quality is measured using both objective and subjective indicators. This concept can be
defined by basic principles of coherence, such as not selecting dominated alternatives (Payne et al.
1993). Thus, one indicator of objective decision quality is whether or not a consumer purchases a
non-dominated alternative.4 Our second measure of objective decision quality is whether or not a
shopper, after making a purchase decision, changes his/her mind and switches to another alternative
when given an opportunity to do so. Switching indicates poor initial decision quality (see the
Method section for details). Finally, subjective decision quality is conceptualized as the consumer’s
degree of confidence in a purchase decision.
We present a set of hypotheses about how these six aspects of consumer decision making are
affected by use of each of the two interactive decision aids, RA and CM. All hypotheses are stated
in terms of the expected difference, everything else being equal5, between a scenario in which one
of these tools is used in an online shopping encounter and a case where it is not. The base case in
which neither tool is available to a shopper corresponds to a typical, “bare-bones” online store.

Effects of Using the Recommendation Agent (RA)
Amount of Search for Product Information
The amount of search for product information is determined by consumers’ uncertainty about the
absolute utility associated with an alternative and about the relative utility of alternatives in a set
(Moorthy et al. 1997; Ratchford and Srinivasan 1993). In an online shopping environment, the
4

5

Measuring the quality of purchase decisions and consideration sets is a very ambitious endeavor. In this context,
quality is conceptualized as the degree of match or fit between heterogeneous consumer preferences and differentiated
products. Since an individual’s preferences are not subject to direct observation, it is impossible to accurately measure
decision quality in uncontrolled real-world settings. The measurement approach used in the present study is based on
the idea of an objective standard for quality and requires a combination of objectively dominated and non-dominated
alternatives. The sets of available products were constructed in such a way that, irrespective of an individual’s utility
function, the purchase of particular alternatives indicates (with certainty) that s/he made a poor decision. Choices of
dominated alternatives in our controlled study are the equivalent of real-world purchase decisions that are suboptimal
given an individual’s utility function at the time of purchase and the set of available products, irrespective of whether or
not any of the alternatives are objectively dominated.
In the interest of brevity, we suppress the statement “ceteris paribus” in all of our hypotheses.
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amount of information search is also dependent upon the consumer’s ability to screen information
effectively (Alba et al. 1997; Bakos 1997). Since the RA automatically sorts available products
based on criteria provided by the shopper, the latter is better able to determine the relative utility of
alternatives, and this should, in turn, lead to a reduction in the amount of search (Moorthy et al.
1997). Thus, we hypothesize that individuals who have this tool to assist them in their shopping task
will view attribute information about fewer products than those who do not.
H1: Use of the recommendation agent leads to a reduction in the number of alternatives for
which detailed product information is viewed.
Consideration Set Size
Models of consideration set size are typically based on the notion of a trade-off between the
marginal benefits and costs of considering an additional alternative (e.g., Hauser and Wernerfelt
1990; Roberts and Lattin 1991). These models assume that a product’s utility is unknown to the
consumer prior to evaluation. However, because the RA screens and ranks alternatives based on
consumer-specified criteria, it provides information about the relative utility of available products
prior to processing specific product information. As a result, the marginal benefits of including
additional products in the consideration set diminishes much more rapidly than in a situation where
the consumer has no prior information about the relative utility of alternatives. Therefore, we expect
that individuals who use the RA will have smaller consideration sets than those who do not.
H2: Use of the recommendation agent leads to a reduction in the number of alternatives
considered seriously for purchase.
Consideration Set Quality
Since the RA uses self-explicated attribute importance weights and minimum-acceptable attribute
levels to produce a personalized list of recommended alternatives, the products with the highest
subjective utility will tend to appear towards the top of a shopper’s list. Therefore, consumers
should be less likely to consider inferior alternatives for purchase. In addition, consideration sets are
more likely to be composed of products with similar utility values than products with dissimilar
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ones (Lehmann and Pan 1994). Therefore, we expect that the share of alternatives included in the
consideration set that are non-dominated will be greater when the RA is used than when it is not.
H3: Use of the recommendation agent leads to a larger share of non-dominated alternatives in
the set of alternatives considered seriously for purchase.
Decision Quality
The RA enables shoppers to screen products using complex decision rules with very low effort.
Research on decision support systems indicates that decision aids designed to screen large numbers
of alternatives may reduce decision makers’ cognitive effort (Todd and Benbasat 1994) and improve
decision quality by enabling individuals to make complex decisions with high accuracy (Singh and
Ginzberg 1996). By applying decision rules in an automated fashion, such tools can reduce the
amount of superfluous information to be processed and, thus, augment human information
processing capabilities. In addition, the ability to screen alternatives in an efficient manner enhances
the “quality” of the information that is processed, which, combined with reduced information
quantity, should have a positive impact on decision quality (Keller and Staelin 1987, 1989). Finally,
Widing and Talarzyk’s (1993) findings suggest that electronic decision formats based on weighted
average scores for alternatives lead to less switching after initial choice. Thus, we hypothesize that
consumers’ use of the RA will have the following effects on the three indicators of decision quality.
H4: Use of the recommendation agent leads to an increased probability of a non-dominated
alternative being selected for purchase.
H5: Use of the recommendation agent leads to a reduced probability of switching to another
alternative (after making the initial purchase decision).
H6: Use of the recommendation agent leads to a higher degree of confidence in purchase
decisions.

Effects of Using the Comparison Matrix (CM)
Amount of Search for Product Information
Through its capability for organizing information, the CM allows consumers to more efficiently
compare and determine the relative attractiveness of alternatives. When searching for detailed
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product information, shoppers who have access to the CM will anticipate being able to subsequently
use this tool to make accurate side-by-side comparisons of products and, therefore, tend to initially
acquire information about a larger number of alternatives. If a product appears attractive at first
glance, the consumer can add it to the CM, evaluate it in direct comparison with other alternatives,
and then decide whether or not to retain it in the matrix. Since the CM facilitates stimulus-based, as
opposed to memory-based, comparisons (see Alba et al. 1997), it reduces the combined marginal
cost of acquiring and processing attribute information about an alternative. Therefore, we expect
that individuals who use this tool will view information about more products than those who do not.
H7: Use of the comparison matrix leads to an increase in the number of alternatives for which
detailed product information is viewed.
Consideration Set Size
While availability of the CM should increase the amount of search (see H7), we expect that, once
consumers actually take advantage of this decision aid’s comparison-facilitating capabilities, they
will be able to more quickly and more accurately eliminate unwanted products from their
consideration set. Decision aids that help organize information have been found to reduce the
number of alternatives considered by decision makers (Goslar at al. 1986). The CM improves
consumers’ ability to both determine their personal efficient frontiers and to identify dominated
alternatives (Winer et al. 1997). As a result, use of the CM reduces relative product uncertainty and,
thus, the marginal benefit of including an additional product in the consideration set (Hauser and
Wernerfelt 1990; Roberts and Lattin 1991). Thus, we hypothesize that consumers who use the CM
will consider fewer alternatives seriously for purchase than those who do not.
H8: Use of the comparison matrix leads to a reduction in the number of alternatives considered
seriously for purchase.
Consideration Set Quality
The CM’s alternatives × attributes format facilitates side-by-side comparisons of products in terms
of their attributes. This display format, in conjunction with the CM’s capability for sorting all
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selected alternatives by any attribute, reduces the demand on memory and improves consumers’
ability to identify suboptimal alternatives (see Payne et al. 1993; Winer et al. 1997). Since the CM
allows for efficient discrimination between products with respect to their subjective overall utility, it
will render consumers less likely to either eliminate excellent alternatives from, or retain inferior
alternatives in, their consideration set. Therefore, we expect that consideration set quality will be
higher for shoppers who use the CM than for those who do not.
H9: Use of the comparison matrix leads to a larger share of non-dominated alternatives in the
set of alternatives considered seriously for purchase.
Decision Quality
The findings of numerous studies suggest that the way in which information is displayed influences
decision processes by affecting the ease of carrying out different processing operations (see Kleinmuntz and Schkade 1993). Because decision makers generally try to conserve cognitive effort, they
tend to use processing strategies that are facilitated by a given display format (e.g., Russo 1977).
The CM enhances consumers’ ability to compare products in terms of their attributes (Alba et al.
1997). As a result, use of this tool should lead to a shift in emphasis from memory-based to
stimulus-based choice. The latter has been found to result in a reduced probability of an inferior
alternative being chosen (Muthukrishnan 1995, Exp. 2). In addition, information display formats
that reduce task difficulty have been found to lower the frequency of preference reversals (Johnson
et al. 1988). The latter may be viewed as indicators of suboptimal choice. Thus, we hypothesize that
use of the CM will have the following effects on the three indicators of decision quality.
H10: Use of the comparison matrix results in an increased probability of a non-dominated
alternative being selected for purchase.
H11: Use of the comparison matrix leads to a reduced probability of switching to another
alternative (after making the initial purchase decision).
H12: Use of the comparison matrix leads to a higher degree of confidence in purchase decisions.
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METHOD
A controlled experiment was conducted to test the above hypotheses about the effects of the RA and
the CM on the six dependent measures of interest. The main task consisted of shopping for and
making a purchase of a product in each of two categories, backpacking tents and compact stereo
systems, in an online store. In this section, we discuss (1) the experimental design of the study, (2)
the modeling approach, (3) the sample and incentive, and (4) the experimental procedure.

Experimental Design
A 24 full-factorial experimental design was used. The manipulated factors are: RA (yes, no), CM
(yes, no), product category (backpacking tent, compact stereo system), and product category order
(tent first, stereo first). While product category is a within-subjects factor, RA, CM, and order were
manipulated between subjects. Respondents were randomly assigned to one of the eight conditions
of the 23 between-subjects subdesign.
For each of the two product categories, a total of 54 alternatives were constructed (9 models for
each of 6 brands). Six actual brand names were used in each product category. All model names
were fictitious, but representative of the respective category. Each alternative was described on
seven attributes in addition to brand and model name. Five of these attributes were varied
systematically across alternatives, while two attributes were held constant. The tent attributes that
were varied are (number of levels in parentheses): pole material (3), warranty (3), weight (12),
durability rating (12), and price (12). Fly fabric and vestibule were held constant across alternatives.
For stereos, the varied attributes are: CD player type (3), tuner presets (3), output power (12), sound
quality rating (12), and price (12). Cassette decks and remote control were held constant.6
The measurement of consideration set quality and of two aspects of decision quality requires
alternatives that are known to be non-dominated. For each product category, six non-dominated

6

The exact descriptions of all 54 models of backpacking tents are provided in Appendix A. The corresponding
information for compact stereo systems is available from the authors upon request.
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alternativesone for each brandwere constructed. That is, 6 of the 54 products were mutually
non-dominated. They did, however, dominate all remaining models.7 Having one non-dominated
alternative for each brand guaranteed that, irrespective of an individual’s relative preference for
brand names, one of the non-dominated products was the single most preferred alternative. The six
non-dominated alternatives were constructed by first assigning to them the best level of the two
three-level attributes. Next, for the three attributes with twelve levels, all six were assigned the best
level of one, the second best of another, and the third best of the remaining attribute. All possible
combinations of first, second, and third best were used. The two best levels of the twelve-level
attributes were reserved for the non-dominated alternatives. The remaining 48 products were
constructed by means of an iterative algorithm that approximated a target matrix of plausible acrossattribute correlations, while adhering to the required pattern of (non-)dominance among alternatives.

Modeling Approach
We use Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) models (Diggle et al. 1995; Liang and Zeger
1986) to test our hypotheses. This modeling technology generalizes classical linear models in two
ways, both of which are essential to our study. We briefly discuss each of these extensions in turn.
First, GEE models can accommodate a variety of response distributions in addition to the common
normal (gaussian) distribution. Given the different response types used in the present study, this
capability is required for the proper modeling of our dependent variables. Within the GEE
framework, the relationship between a dependent variable and a set of predictors is expressed as
p

g(E(Y | x)) = β0 + ∑ β ixi

(1)

i =1

where Y is the dependent variable and x = (x1, ..., xp) are the values of a set of predictor variables
X1, ..., Xp. The intercept β0 and a coefficient βi for each predictor are estimated. The link function g,

7

An alternative is dominated if there is at least one other alternative that is superior on at least one attribute while not
being inferior on any attribute. That is, a dominated alternative is known to be within the efficient frontier of any
consumer. By contrast, an alternative is non-dominated if no other alternative is superior on an attribute without, at
the same time, being inferior on at least one other attribute.
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which may be any monotonic differentiable function, allows non-linear relationships between
predictor and outcome variables (McCullagh and Nelder 1989).
In addition, GEE models relax the assumption that responses have independent distributions with
constant variance. In particular, the variance of the dependent variable can be specified as a function
of the mean response E (Y | x) via a variance function V such that
var(Y) = V(E(Y | x))φ

(2)

where φ is a scale parameter. The link and variance functions allow a wide range of non-normal
response distributions, including binomial, Poisson, and gamma (Zeger and Liang 1986).
The second generalization of classical linear models reflected in GEE models is the relaxation of the
assumption of independence among observations, which allows a more adequate modeling of data
that follow a hierarchical sampling pattern or are otherwise clustered by design (Liang and Zeger
1986). Since product category is a within-subject factor in our experiment, the responses for each
dependent variable are clustered (by respondent) rather than independent. Thus, the ability to
account for systematic relationships among multiple observations for an individual is essential to
our study. For each dependent variable, a “working correlation” between the two responses of an
individual is estimated as a free parameter (Zeger and Liang 1986). This is required for an adequate
modeling of the data, although the working correlations are not of substantive interest here.
Two of our dependent measures, amount of search and consideration set size, are based on count
data with no effective upper limit and are properly treated as following a Poisson distribution. In our
GEE models, this is implemented by specifying g (µ) = log (µ) as the link function and V (µ) = µ as
the variance function, where µ = E (Y | x). Two other dependent variables, choice of a nondominated alternative and switching, are binary. In addition, consideration set quality is measured as
a fraction based on a set of binary responses. A binomial distribution is adequate for these three
response variables. This is handled by using g (µ) = log (µ/(1-µ)) and V (µ) = µ (1-µ) as the GEE
model’s link and variance functions, respectively. Finally, confidence in purchase decisions is
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measured on a nine-point rating scale and can thus be treated as standard gaussian (i.e., using a GEE
model with identity link function and constant variance).

Sample and Incentive
Eighty undergraduate psychology students participated (for partial course credit) in a pilot study
aimed at testing the validity of the experimental manipulations. All manipulations were successful
and no technical problems were encountered with repsect to the electronic shopping environment.
For the main study, 249 undergraduate business students completed the online shopping task for
both product categories.8 In addition to partial course credit, subjects in the main study participated
in a lottery designed to increase the validity of the findings by making the shopping task more
consequential. Prior to entering the electronic shopping environment, subjects were informed that
two randomly selected winners were to receive one of the two products they “purchased” during
their shopping trip plus the difference between $500 and the price of that product in cash. One tent
and one stereo system were dispensed. Since the alternatives used in the study were constructed (see
above), the two winners received the real-world model that best matched their chosen alternative
(i.e., same brand name and similar attribute levels). Each prize’s cash component was based on the
chosen model’s price used in the shopping environment.

Procedure
Data were collected in a university computer lab in sessions of 15 to 20 subjects. Upon arrival,
participants were assigned to a personal computer and informed that they would be pilot-testing a
new online store by shopping for a product in each of two categories. The experimenter then held a
ten-minute practice session aimed at demonstrating the features of the shopping environment.
Before shopping for the first product, subjects were asked to rate their level of product category
knowledge and interest (using nine-point rating scales). They then read a description of the task and

8

The number of respondents per cell in the 23 between-subjects subdesign ranged from 29 to 33. All subjects had prior
experience using the WWW, as did all participants in the pilot study.
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of the lottery incentive. Subjects in the No-RA conditions were taken to a hierarchically-structured
Web site with all six brands listed at the top level and all models for a brand listed at the lower
level. Subjects accessed detailed information about a product by first clicking on a brand name and
then on a model name. In the conditions in which the RA was available,9 subjects started by
providing attribute importance weights using a 100-point constant sum scale, minimum-acceptable
attribute levels, and the maximum number of alternatives to be included in their personalized
recommendation list. From that list, they were able to request detailed information about a particular
product. Subjects who used the CM were able to add the attribute information displayed on a
product’s page to the CM, from where they eventually made their purchase. Subjects in the No-CM
conditions made their purchase from one of the individual product pages. In all conditions,
respondents were asked to confirm the product of their choice before the purchase was finalized.
After subjects made their first purchase, a measure of confidence in their purchase decision (“How
confident are you that the product you just purchased is really the best choice for you?”) was
obtained using a nine-point rating scale. Next, they were presented with the list of alternatives and
asked to report their consideration set (“Please indicate which of the products you considered
seriously before making your purchase decision.”). Subjects could then switch from the purchased
alternative to each of six (five) non-dominated alternatives.10 This switching task was presented as a
series of pairwise comparisons in which complete descriptions of both products were displayed side
by side.11 Subjects were encouraged to switch whenever they saw an alternative they preferred over
their initial choice. They were informed that the lottery winners would receive whatever product
they had “in their basket” after the switching task. The same procedure was repeated for the second
product category. After that, subjects completed a questionnaire containing manipulation checks.
Finally, the administrator debriefed the participants and concluded the session.

9
10

11

In the RA conditions, all subjects actually used this decision aid. The same is true for the CM conditions.
The non-dominated products used for this purpose were identical to the ones used during the shopping task. The
number of switching opportunities depended upon whether a subject had initially chosen a dominated (6) or nondominated alternative (5).
This switching task is similar to a method used by Widing and Talarzyk (1993).
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RESULTS
Manipulation Checks
To verify that the experimental manipulations were successful, subjects responded to manipulationcheck questions after completion of their second shopping trip. First, they expressed (using a ninepoint rating scale) how difficult it was for them to locate the products that best matched their
personal preferences. This was used to check the RA manipulation. The mean ratings obtained from
the RA and No-RA conditions are 2.95 and 4.67, respectively. This difference in means is highly
significant (p < 0.001, ω2 = 0.178) and in the intended direction. The CM manipulation was checked
by asking subjects to rate (on a nine-point rating scale) how difficult it was for them to compare
different products. The mean ratings obtained from the CM and No-CM conditions are 2.80 and
4.44, respectively. This difference in means is highly significant (p < 0.001, ω2 = 0.176) and in the
intended direction. We conclude that both of our manipulations were successful.

Hypothesis Tests
In order to test the hypotheses regarding the effects of the RA and CM, a GEE model was estimated
for each of the six dependent variables.12 In addition to an intercept, the following predictor
variables were included in these models: main effects for RA, CM, product category, and order
position, plus an RA × CM interaction effect. The RA and CM main effects are of primary
substantive interest. Product category, order position, and the RA × CM interaction are included for
an adequate representation of the data and for exploratory purposes. The two levels of RA and CM
were coded −0.5 (not used) and 0.5 (used). Product category was coded −0.5 (tent) and 0.5 (stereo)
and order position was coded −0.5 (first product category) and 0.5 (second product category).13 The
RA × CM interaction was treated as the product of the RA and CM predictor variables.

12

13

All GEE models were estimated using the S-Plus statistical analysis and programming environment (MathSoft, Inc.
1998) and a GEE library function developed by V. J. Carey, Department of Biostatistics, Harvard University.
In models that include interaction terms in the form of products of categorical predictor variables, the coefficient
estimate and statistical test for a predictor that is included in an interaction term are not invariant to the coding of
other predictors included in the same interaction term (see Irwin and McClelland 1998). We use standardized meancentered coding for all main effects. Due to the mean-centering, all main and interaction effects (i.e., coefficients) are
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Table 1 provides an overview of the model results. Each column contains the GEE coefficient
estimates with respect to one of the six dependent variables. Standard errors are in parentheses. The
level of statistical significance of a coefficient is indicated by asterisks.14 The tests of our
hypotheses are based on the coefficients for the RA and CM main effects. Figures 1 to 6 contain the
cell means, percentages, or ratios of the dependent variables as a function of whether or not the RA
and CM were used. We discuss the effects of the RA and of the CM in turn.

Table 1

Model Results: Coefficient Estimates
Dependent Variables
Amount
of Search

Predictors

Consideration
Set Size

Consideration
Set Quality

Purchase
of NonDominated
Alternative

Switching

Confidence
in
Purchase
Decision

Intercept

2.158
(0.032)
***

a

1.054
(0.027)
***

0.469
(0.098)
***

1.686
(0.182)
***

-0.441
(0.109)
***

6.554
(0.086)
***

Recommendation
Agent (RA)

-0.574
(0.063)
***

-0.094
(0.054)
*

2.362
(0.199)
***

2.086
(0.359)
***

-1.728
(0.218)
***

0.314
(0.173)
*

Comparison
Matrix (CM)

0.022
(0.063)

-0.543
(0.054)
***

0.970
(0.195)
***

0.497
(0.358)

-0.452
(0.218)
*

-0.068
(0.173)

RA x CM
Interaction

-0.191
(0.126)

0.282
(0.109)
**

0.455
(0.391)

1.114
(0.717)

-0.094
(0.436)

-0.519
(0.346)

Product
Category

0.109
(0.035)
**

0.085
(0.042)
*

-0.487
(0.106)
***

-0.569
(0.192)
**

0.013
(0.185)

0.849
(0.116)
***

Order
Position

0.284
(0.035)
***

-0.076
(0.043)

0.383
(0.107)
***

0.212
(0.192)

-0.177
(0.185)

-0.291
(0.116)
*

a

Cell Format:

Coefficient Estimate
(Standard error)
<t value>
Level of Significance
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Level of Significance:
* denotes significance at 0.05 level
** denotes significance at 0.01 level
*** denotes significance at 0.001 level

with respect to the average of the two levels of other factors. Due to standardization, all main effects are expressed in
terms of the difference between the two levels of a factor.
Since we are testing directional hypotheses regarding the effects of the RA and CM, the level of significance of these
effects is based on one-tailed t values. For all other effects, two-tailed t values are used.
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The effect of the RA on the amount of search for product information is highly significant
(p < 0.001) and in the expected direction. As shown in Fig. 1, subjects viewed detailed product
information for substantially fewer alternatives when the RA was used (6.58 on average) than when
it was not (11.78). This provides strong support for H1. As expected, use of the RA also led to
smaller consideration sets. The average number of alternatives considered seriously for purchase
was 2.78 in the RA conditions and slightly above 3 in the No-RA conditions. This effect is
significant at p < 0.05 and supports H2. While reducing consideration set size, use of the RA
resulted in a drastic increase in consideration set quality. The average share of the alternatives
considered seriously for purchase that were non-dominated was 0.85 when the RA was used and
0.42 when it was not (see Fig. 3). This effect is highly significant (p < 0.001) and provides strong
support for H3.
Use of the RA had the following effects on the three measures of decision quality.15 The share of
subjects who purchased a non-dominated alternative was about 93 percent when the RA was used,
and about 65 percent when it was not (see Fig. 4). This highly significant result (p < 0.001) supports
H4. The proportion of subjects who switched to another alternative when given an opportunity to do
so during the post-purchase switching task was only slightly above 20 percent in the RA conditions,
but about 60 percent among those subjects who did not use the RA (see Fig. 5). This effect is also
highly significant (p < 0.001) and provides strong support for H5. Finally, use of the RA resulted in
a significant (p < 0.05) improvement in consumers’ confidence in their choice (means of 6.71 vs.
6.41) as predicted by H6 (see Fig. 6). This effect of the RA on the subjective measure of decision
quality is noticeably weaker than its effect on the two objective measures. In sum, use of the RA
reduces search effort for product information, decreases the size but increases the quality of
consideration sets, and improves the quality of purchase decisions.

15

The pairwise Spearman correlation coefficients among these three measures are ρ = −0.44 (p < 0.001) between
purchase of non-dominated alternative and switching, ρ = 0.09 (p < 0.05) between purchase of non-dominated
alternative and confidence, and ρ = −0.12 (p < 0.01) between switching and confidence. All three correlations are in
the expected direction. The fact that the pairwise correlations between each of the two objective measures and the
subjective one are of small magnitude shows that the two types of indicators are not merely redundant with each other
and that obtaining objective measures of decision quality provides valuable insight above and beyond what subjective
indicators may reveal.
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Figure 1

Effects of RA and CM on Amount of Search Within Online Store
Number of A lternativ es f or Whic h Detailed Inf ormation Was V iew ed
(Means )
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CM
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2
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Figure 2

Effects of RA and CM on Consideration Set Size
Number of A lternativ es Cons idered Serious ly f or Purc has e
(Means )

6
5
4

CM

4.24

3
2

2.15

1
0
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RA
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3.35
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2.25

yes
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Figure 3

Effects of RA and CM on Consideration Set Quality
Share of Cons idered A lternativ es That Were Non-Dominated
(Mean Ratio)
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Figure 4

Effects of RA and CM on Purchase of Non-Dominated Alternative
Share of Subjec ts Who Purc has ed a Non-Dominated A lternativ e
(Perc ent)
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Figure 5

Effects of RA and CM on Switching During Post-Purchase Switching Task
Share of Subjec ts Who Sw itc hed to A nother A lternativ e
(Perc ent)

70
60
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65.1

CM

55.5
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40
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0
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Figure 6

Effects of RA and CM on Confidence in Purchase Decision
1 = "not at all c onf ident" to 9 = "v ery c onf ident"
(Mean Rating)
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We now turn to the effects of the CM. As predicted, use of the CM led to an increase in the average
number of alternatives for which subjects viewed detailed product information. However, this effect
is not significant (p > 0.1) and thus H7 is not supported. By contrast, the CM’s impact on
consideration set size is very substantial. The average number of alternatives considered seriously
for purchase was 2.19 when respondents used the CM and 3.77 when they did not (see Fig. 2). This
effect is highly significant (p < 0.001) and provides strong support for H8. In addition, the average
share of the alternatives considered for purchase that were non-dominated was about 0.68 when the
CM was used and about 0.57 otherwise (see Fig. 3). This favorable effect of the CM on
consideration set quality is also highly significant (p < 0.001), thus supporting H9.
Consistent with H10, use of the CM led to an increase in the share of subjects who purchased a nondominated alternative. This effect is only marginally significant (p < 0.1). As predicted by H11, the
proportion of subjects who switched to another alternative when given an opportunity to do so
during the post-purchase switching task was lower when the CM was used (38 percent) than when it
was not (44 percent) (see Fig. 5). This positive effect of the CM on decision quality is significant at
p < 0.05. Finally, we do not find any support for H12the CM did not reliably affect subjects’
confidence in their choice. In sum, use of the CM leads to a decrease in the size but an increase in
the quality of consideration sets, and tends to have a favorable effect on objective decision quality.

Other Results
In addition to the tests of our hypotheses, several other results are of interest. First, interaction
effects between RA and CM were included in the models discussed above. For one of the six
dependent variables, consideration set size, this interaction is statistically significant (p < 0.01).
Follow-up tests suggest that use of the RA leads to a reduction in consideration set size when the
CM is not available (p < 0.01) but has no such effect when the CM is available (p > 0.7).
For an adequate representation of the data, main effects for product category and order position
were included in the models. While we have no substantive interest in these two factors, we note
that each affects some of the dependent variables. Product category appears to have an impact on
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five of the outcomes. However, inclusion of subjects’ knowledge and interest with respect to the
category as predictors renders the effects of product category on all but two dependent variables
(consideration set quality, purchase of a non-dominated alternative) statistically insignificant. The
effects of order position may reflect increasing familiarity with the shopping environment over time.
To examine whether the effects of the RA and CM were moderated by product category, order
position, knowledge, or interest, a number of additional GEE models were estimated for each of the
dependent variables. The moderating relationships were expressed and tested in the form of
interaction terms between RA, CM, or the RA × CM interaction on one hand and a potential
moderating variable on the other. Each of these terms was included in a separate model that also
contained main effects for RA, CM, product category, and order position, as well as an RA × CM
interaction effect. None of these moderating effects were statistically significant (at p = 0.05) with
respect to any of the six dependent variables. This suggests that the generalizability of the
substantive findings across product categories is satisfactory.

DISCUSSION
A characteristic feature of electronic shopping environments is the lack of physical constraints with
respect to product display. The virtually infinite “shelfspace” available in online stores allows
vendors to offer an extremely large number of alternatives within a product category. From a
consumer perspective, having access to a very large number of products is highly desirable. At the
same time, however, consumers have limited cognitive resources and may simply be unable to
process the potentially vast amounts of information about these alternatives. A potential solution to
this dilemma is to provide consumers with sophisticated interactive decision aids designed to help
them effectively manage and capitalize on the enormous amounts of product information that may
be available in electronic shopping environments.
The objective of the present study was to examine the effects of such interactive decision aids on
various aspects of consumer decision making in an online shopping context. In particular, we
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focused on two tools that represent obvious choices given the well-established notion that
consumers often reach purchase decisions via a two-stage process. The RA assists consumers in the
initial screening of alternatives and the CM facilitates in-depth comparisons of selected alternatives
that are considered seriously for purchase. The results of our study indicate that use of these tools
has a substantial impact on the amount of search for product information, the size and quality of
shoppers’ consideration sets, and the quality of their purchase decisions.
In a nutshell, the two interactive decision aids allow consumers to make much better decisions
while expending substantially less effort. Against the background of the well-established notion that
a trade-off between effort and accuracy is inherent to human decision making in traditional
environments (Payne et al. 1993), it seems rather extraordinary that an increase in decision quality
would be coupled not with an increase, but with a reduction in effort. The findings of our study
show how drastically interactive decision aids implemented in online shopping environments may
transform the way in which consumers search for product information and make purchase decisions.
The present study examines the effects of interactive decision aids on consumer decision making in
a particular electronic shopping setting. How well do our empirical results generalize to other types
of online retail environments? While both the RA and the CM were operationalized as decision aids
available within an online retailer’s site, the relevance of our findings is not limited to interactive
tools that are exclusive to an individual merchant. In particular, the results apply to all within- and
cross-store decision aids that allow online shoppers direct access to a common database of products
and that do not discriminate between products on the basis of which vendor they are associated
with. To the extent that such decision aids are implemented in the context of multi-retailer online
malls, cross-merchant comparison schemes, or groups of stores that allow for unrestricted crossstore comparisons, our results are of relevance.
Three important boundary conditions with respect to the present study’s findings should be made
explicit. First, the focus of this research is on consumers’ goal-directed shopping behavior in an
online environment, rather than on exploratory navigation behavior. Thus, no conclusions about the
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latter may be drawn based on the results reported here. Second, our findings do not pertain to
situations in which a consumer has not yet selected an electronic store, online mall, or other entity
with common product offerings. Hierarchical decision processes, such as first selecting one of a set
of competing online merchants and subsequently selecting a product from that merchant’s offerings,
should be examined in future research. Finally, the RA used in the present study is a high-quality
decision aid. Real-world recommendation systems may suffer from substantial imperfections. For
example, they may neglect relevant attributes, overlook some attractive alternatives entirely, or even
be systematically biased in favor of a subset of products (e.g., those of a certain brand). Therefore,
we do not conclude that recommendation agents will always and unconditionally lead to desirable
outcomes for consumers. Rather, the effects of the RA found in the present study should be viewed
as a demonstration of the potential effects of typical, well-functioning recommendation tools.
While the present study provides valuable insights into the effects of interactive decision aids on
consumer decision making in online shopping environments, further research will be needed to
obtain a deeper understanding of these effects. In particular, an examination of potential moderators
would be valuable. Factors that might moderate the effects reported here include the number of
available alternatives, the amount of risk associated with a purchase, and consumers’ confidence in
the integrity of the interactive decision aids.
In conclusion, the findings of the present study suggest that interactive decision aids designed to
assist consumers in the initial screening of available products and to facilitate in-depth comparisons
among selected alternatives may have highly desirable properties in terms of consumer decision
making. Such tools allow shoppers to more easily detect products that are overpriced or otherwise
dominated by competing alternatives, thus increasing market efficiency. More generally, the
availability of interactive decision aids in online shopping environments should enhance the ability
of individuals to identify products that match their personal preferences and, therefore, lead to
substantial positive welfare effects for consumers.
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Appendix A

Product Descriptions: Backpacking Tents
Brand

Model

Pole Material

Fly Fabric

(aluminum type)
Eureka
Adventurer
Eureka
Challenger
Eureka
Drifter
Eureka
Huntsman
Eureka
Mountaineer
Eureka
Naturalist
Eureka
Outfitter
Eureka
Traveler
Eureka
Wanderer
Kelty
Glacier Lake
Kelty
Lakeside
Kelty
Mountain Springs
Kelty
Oasis
Kelty
Raging Tide
Kelty
River Rapid
Kelty
Seabreeze
Kelty
Swift Current
Kelty
Waterfall
Outbound
Galaxy
Outbound
Lunar Eclipse
Outbound
Moonscape
Outbound
Neptune
Outbound
North Star
Outbound
Skyline
Outbound
Stargazer
Outbound
Sunlight
Outbound
Westwind
REI
Bear Paw
REI
Coyote
REI
Eagle
REI
Grizzly
REI
Mountain Lion
REI
Night Owl
REI
Raven
REI
Red Fox
REI
Timberwolf
Sierra Designs
Backtrail
Sierra Designs
Badlands
Sierra Designs
Big Country
Sierra Designs
Forest Mist
Sierra Designs
Landscape
Sierra Designs Mountain Range
Sierra Designs
Rocky Ridge
Sierra Designs
South Ridge
Sierra Designs
Summit
Quest
Daydream
Quest
Freestyle
Quest
Great Escape
Quest
Journey
Quest
Peacemaker
Quest
Serenity
Quest
Solitude
Quest
Spirit
Quest
Tranquility

regular-strength
regular-strength
high-strength
regular-strength
regular-strength
ultrahigh-strength
high-strength
ultrahigh-strength
high-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
high-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
high-strength
regular-strength
high-strength
high-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
regular-strength
regular-strength
high-strength
high-strength
high-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
regular-strength
regular-strength
high-strength
regular-strength
high-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength
high-strength
regular-strength
ultrahigh-strength
ultrahigh-strength

2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon
2.3 oz. nylon

Note: Shading indicates non-dominated alternatives.

Weight

Durability
Rating

(kilograms)

(0 to 100 points)

3.3
3.5
3.3
3.7
3.3
3.3
3.6
3.3
3.5
3.4
4.0
4.1
3.5
4.2
3.9
3.1
3.5
3.5
3.3
3.9
3.1
3.6
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
4.1
3.6
4.2
3.3
4.2
3.2
3.3
3.8
3.3
3.6
3.3
3.8
3.4
3.5
3.8
3.3
3.4
3.6
3.3
3.9
4.0
3.3
3.2
4.2
3.4
3.3
4.0
3.8

84
86
89
88
86
88
89
92
86
84
89
91
91
91
85
91
89
82
91
83
92
86
86
84
90
89
89
84
87
82
86
91
91
89
91
91
84
88
91
82
89
93
90
83
82
91
88
88
93
91
89
84
84
91

Vestibule

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Warranty

Price

(years)

($)

2
2
4
3
3
4
2
4
2
2
3
3
4
3
3
4
4
3
2
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
3
3
4
2
2
4
4
3
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
4

329.99
324.99
359.99
324.99
324.99
369.99
329.99
314.99
329.99
324.99
324.99
324.99
369.99
324.99
324.99
319.99
354.99
334.99
359.99
324.99
324.99
329.99
334.99
329.99
354.99
359.99
324.99
324.99
324.99
334.99
324.99
314.99
369.99
344.99
359.99
349.99
324.99
324.99
359.99
329.99
329.99
319.99
369.99
324.99
324.99
324.99
329.99
369.99
324.99
324.99
349.99
324.99
324.99
359.99

